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The workshop was a bit of a departure for the NWTRB—an attempt to get broader engagement from 

people who have not participated in recent years. The repackaging issue arises because the nuclear 

industry, which generates the waste and increasingly stores it on-site, finds it more economical and 

efficient to use large canisters, which are not disposable under the Standard Contract, and have not been 

considered disposable heretofore. If these large canisters are not disposable, they must be repackaged, 

either at an operating SNF pool (which industry is very reluctant to do), or at an interim storage site or 

sites, or at a final disposal site or sites. Cask vendors think it would be great to ship everything to a 

consolidated storage site for repackaging into small waste packages that could be disposed in any 

geologic media--hoping that they could then begin to provide the many, many casks. Direct disposal of 

large casks poses logistical issues (How do you get the large things deep underground?) and also 

produces lots of heat, which affects repository design. 

 

There were over 100 attendees, including several from NRC, several from NEI and industry (e.g. 

Georgia Southern; Areva), Robert Sanchez from the US GAO; Nevada anti-Yucca people (e.g. Judy 

Treicle, Steve Frishman); representatives of environmental groups; DOE and DOE Labs. 

 

The first half-day set-up the workshop discussion on the second day: 

 

Assistant Secretary Pete Lyons: the DOE Program. 

Lyons reviewed the DOE Nuclear Waste Management R&D program, with the intent, one suspects, of 

making no news whatsoever. However, his outline of the DOE-NE Used Fuel Disposition R&D 

Program (slides 10-19 of 25) was interesting in its scope. Components (sometimes a bit cryptic) include: 

 Storage and transportation: Systems analyses of storage scenarios and eventual transportation; 

Generic design studies for standardized storage, transportation, aging and disposal canisters. 

 Standardization and integration: A standardized storage, transportation, aging and disposal (STAD) 

canister; systems implications of standardization at different levels of integrations. 

 Extended storage: The degradation mechanisms in long-term dry cask storage; 

 Cask storage demonstration…..of extended storage of used high burnup fuel: A DOE contract with 

EPRI, Dominium and Areva. 

 Storage issues and challenges: Analyses of the issues, as outlined in greater detail in presentations by 

Jeff Williams and Rob Howard. 

 Transportation: Planning for large-scale transportation; assessment of transportation needs. 

 Disposal: Provide a sound basis for the assertion that the U.S. has multiple viable disposal options.  

 

Since the House Commerce and Energy hearing on the DOE Strategy (last July), interaction between the 

NFST and the SRGs has been cut back to minimal levels. The semi-annual “Core Group” meeting was 

cancelled. NFST leaders have been unable to attend SRG meetings. Yet, a program of rather impressive 

scope, funded from an FY’12 appropriation, continues. 

 

Jeff Williams: The Inventory  

Jeff provided a very useful review of the current inventory—the portions currently in pools and in dry 

storage; the numbers and types of dry storage canisters and casks; the inventory at permanently 

shutdown reactors, and the projected SNF in (likely large canister) dry storage in 2060—almost 100,000 

MT. My summary of his data is included in Tables 1-4 below. 

 



Rob Howard: Implications of Repackaging 

Rob Howard (ORNL) reviewed repackaging considerations, noting that the why, where, when and how 

all matter: 

 Repackaging may be required because some storage systems are not certified for transport, or 

repository thermal or criticality limits make repackaging necessary. 

 Depending on where repackaging occurs, any of five different NRC regulations could apply. 

 Large facilities are probably required to achieve desired acceptance and though-put rates. 

 Repackaging at shutdown sites (without operating SNF pools) requires technology that is costly and 

unproven. 

 

Tito Bonano: Evaluating Direct Disposal Alternatives 

Tito Bonano (Sandia) reviewed the “obstacle course’ for direct disposal of dual purpose canisters: 

 Can the canister be transported from the reactor site without reopening? 

o If it is transported to an interim storage facility, can it then be transported to a repository 

without reopening? 

 Can a large canister be physically emplaced in the repository? 

 If emplaced, can it meet repository thermal limits and post-closure criticality requirements. 

 

Sandia has examined the disposal criteria for salt, hard-rock (e.g. granite) and sedimentary rock options. 

 

The Workshop 

For the workshop, the attendee chose one of two groups—the first focusing on the repackaging option, 

the second on the direct disposal. NWTRB staff had developed flow charts depicting the paths of SNF 

from utility sites (with pools and/or ISFSIs), to consolidated storage facilities (with storage only or with 

repackaging), to a repository (with storage or repackaging as well as with disposal facilities). NWTRB 

staff had also developed a chart intended to help participants identify linkages among 10 possible steps 

from SNF in operating pools to disposal. 

 

For the repackaging group, Adam Levin (formerly of Exelon) reviewed the reasons why utilities really, 

really do not want to repackage at reactor SNF pools. Marvin Resnikoff reviewed his concerns about 

high burnup fuel in transport. 

 

The Discussion 

Some of the points that caught my ear include: 

 Deep borehole technology might have application, but only for small packages such as strontium 

capsules. Sandia will issue an additional report on deep boreholes at the end of the year. 

 We need a good map of disposal feasibility in the U.S., indicating areas for potential disposal in salt, 

or hard-rock, or sedimentary rock. This map provides a needed context for consent-based siting. 

 We currently have 300 loaded storage-only casks. These might be transported under a “one-time 

exception”. 

 A site-built hot cell is needed for “dry” repackaging. A mobile hot cell cannot be used for this 

purpose. 

 Utilities are particularly adverse to repackaging welded canisters, which takes 7-10 days as 

compared to 5 days for bolted canisters. 

 High burnup SNF has a “ductile to brittle” transition, which is currently not well understood. 

Argonne is studying this (with NRC monitoring), in a effort to understand when this might occur, 

and its limitations for transport and handling. 

 Transport puts stress on SNF assemblies beyond those that apply in storage. SNF in transport casks 

in not ventilated; thus heat limits (particularly for larger casks) are lower. The lower heat limits may 



require more extended on-site storage. Also, transport introduces “vibration fatigue”, which may 

increase hazards in transport or in handling thereafter. 

 We know that there is “residual moisture” when SNF is removed from pools to canisters. However, 

since few canisters have been opened once sealed, we don’t know how much moisture is residual, or 

its implications for extended storage and transportation. 

 It’s feasible to dispose of big hot canisters in salt, hard rock or sedimentary rock, but clay is probably 

better for this purpose. 

 The NRC regulatory framework has been cobbled together over time. It needs to be re-examined and 

better adapted to current program options. 

 It’s probably better to delay repackaging because the longer the delay the more we may know about 

disposal requirements. 

 Until we know how disposal will/should occur, the many earlier steps in the process are necessarily 

unclear. 

 Rather than the either-or options considered in the workshop, it might be more practical to directly 

dispose existing large canisters, and repackage prospective SNF…..possibly in different repositories. 

 The “show-stoppers” are really the non-technical aspects. We need a bridge between technical 

approaches and the siting process. 

 Sandia has formed a “joint center” with the Univ. of Oklahoma (Hank Jenkins-Smith) to address risk 

issues. 

 

Based on the workshop, NWTRB will revise and develop the staff briefing document prepared for the 

workshop. It will be available in January.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Table 1:  Commercial SNF Inventory: Dec. 31, 2012

BWR SNF: # Assemblies  Metric tons % Assm,MT  Casks

in Dry Strg 35,350 6,215 26.3% 541

in Pool Strg 98,023 17,591 73.7%            NA

Sub-total 133,373 23,806 100.0%            NA

PWR SNF:

in Dry Strg 31,172 13,195 28.8% 1,149

in Pool Strg 77,206 32,559 71.2%            NA

Sub-total 108,378 45,753 100.0%            NA

BWR&PWR SNF:

in Dry Strg 66,522 19,410 27.7% 1,690

in Pool Strg 175,229 50,150 72.3%            NA

Sub-total 241,751 69,559 100.0%            NA

     Assm/cask       MT/cask      MT/assm

BWR SNF: 65.34 11.49 0.18

BWR&PWR SNF: 27.13 11.48 0.42

BWR&PWR SNF: 39.36 11.49 0.29



. 

 

 

Table 2:  Current At Reactor Dry Storage Systems

Canister Vendors:

Dry Storage Systems:  # canisters  #assembl.  Est MT Transnuc     Holtec    NAC     Other

1. Welded metal canisters in 

vented concrete overpacks

1498 57810 16867 569 689 180 60

2. Welded metal canisters in 

transport overpacks

12 866 252 HiStar 100

        # casks

3. Bare Fuel Casks 180 7826 2290      TN-32

4. Other                  ??? 20            ???

Sub-total 1690 66502 19410



 
 

 

 
 

Table 3:  SNF at Shutdown Reactors
Stranded Reactors Sites  # SNF Casks   Cask Status

    Trojan 34   Loaded

    Rancho Seco 21   Loaded

    Humboldt Bay 5   Loaded

    Zion 61   Unloaded

   Big Rock Point 7   Loaded

   LaCrosse 5   Loaded

   Yankee Rowe 15   Loaded

   Haddam Neck 40   Loaded

   Maine Yankee 60   Loaded

   Subtotal: SNF casks 248

       GTCC casks 15

       Metric tons 2813

       Assemblies 7649

Shutdown Reactors

   Dresden 1 14   4 loaded

   Millstone 1 43   Unloaded

   Indian Point 1 5   Loaded

   Subtotal: SNF casks 62

       GTCC casks 6

       Metric tons 647

       Assemblies 3933

 Early Shutdown Sites

   San Onofre 166

   Kewaunee 42

   Crystal River 42

   Subtotal: SNF casks 250

       GTCC casks 10

       Metric tons 2747

       Assemblies 6617

Subtotal of Above

       SNF casks 560

       GTCC casks 31

       Metric tons 6207

       Assemblies 18199

Table 4:  Cask Heat Limits (in kW), Storage vs Transport

Cask Types/Heat Limits   Storage   Transport   Difference

Holtec MPC-68 34.0 18.5 -15.5

Holtec MPC-32 34.0 20.0 -14.0

NUHOMS 61B 31.2 24.0 -7.2

NUHOMS 32P 40.8 24.0 -16.8

NAC UMS 24 23.0 20.0 -3.0


